CANADIAN STUDIES

Project Name: Aboriginal Higher Education Conference
Brief description: National conference on Aboriginal Higher Education is being held in Hualien in July 1999. Propose sending 3 Canadian participants in areas of Canadian expertise (eg. Aboriginal Law, distance learning, aboriginal college administration) to Conference.
Amount requested: 1,600
Partners (proposed or actual): Tong Hwa University
Partner's contributions: Organization of Conference
Overall goals and objectives: accomodation, food, transport in Hualien
build links with Taiwanese universities,
establish joint research projects,
encourage aboriginal students to study in Canada
Budget summary: One days accomodation and expenses in Taipei for
transportation to/from Hualien,
conference interpreter in Hualien (two days)

Project Name: Fu Ren U Canadian Lit and Film Website
Brief description: Token support for expansion of the Canadian component of Fu Ren/NCU's pioneering internet/videoconference Modern Literature and culture course
Amount requested: 300
Partners (proposed or actual): Fu Ren University, National Central University
Partner's contributions: All maintenance of website
Overall goals and objectives: maintain Canada's image as leader/innovator in area
studies in Taiwan
Budget summary: financial contribution

Project Name: Canadian Studies Conference
Brief description: Large 1 or 1 1/2 day conference with 6-8 topic panels, 20-30 paper
presenters and appx 100 participants. This year's conference is moving to a new
home, NTNU. NTNU is Taiwan's second most prestigious University. This year's
conference will have a focus on educational issues. CTOT would like to earmark some
budget contribution to better use of internet and Canadian Studies website for
publicizing results of conference. CTOT contribution has been gradually reduced over
past two years. Last year we capped cash contribution at NT$100,000
Amount requested: 4,600
Partners (proposed or actual): National Taiwan Normal University
Taiwan government (probably Ministry of Education)
Charitable foundation (probably Chiang Ching-kuo)
Partner's contributions: NTNU all locations, logistics, publicity, labour
Overall goals and objectives: other sponsors: money
Major annual conference on Canadian Studies is the
cornerstone of Canadian Studies programme in
Taiwan.
Canada

Conference results in research and publication on